F O R W H AT W E S TA N D

To the same extent that the
importance of electrical
energy has grown, ABN with
the GEYER system. It has
accompanied and taken part
in the development from the
very beginning. Today
competent specialists are
involved in committees and
associations that define the
guidelines for tomorrow.
They encourage products for
a future in which an interconnected world cannot
afford any breakdowns.

The know-how acquired
during many years and the
ability to think ahead are the
particular strengths of ABN.
ABN combines a strong
sense of responsibility,
innovative ideas and safety
because even today it is the
clever people who work in
the background and who
enable everything that we
are taking for granted.

If there is indeed a so-called
„plug and play“ society – and
we all are a part of it – then
ABN does its daily share that
this society works so perfectly.
Supplying systems for connecting, safeguarding and
distributing, ABN and GEYER
system products are applied
at the switchpoints of
convenience, safety and
reliability so that people can
do a good job with their
electrical tools, that they are
reliably supplied with the
necessary energy and that they
can also enjoy the comforts of
modern technology.

Our inherent attitude is to
work for human beings and
not just produce any old
product. That way we can
achieve solutions of
sustainable value.
We would not call it a
philosophy but rather our
business principle.
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ABN is a medium-sized family business with over 60 years
tradition and experience in
the electrical and building
technology.
The parent company, at the
same being the main works,
is located at Neuenstadt upon
the Kocher river in BadenWürttemberg, in the southwestern part of Germany.
The company was founded
1947 by Albert Braun and has
supplied many millions of
systems to date. In 2006 ABN
was converted into a public
limited company.

Currently ABN employs a
staff of approximately 200
people at five locations in
Germany.
Partners in Europe supply
high-quality products to ABN.
A big step into the future was
the acquisition of the trademark rights, the patents and
production tools of the
renowned company GEYER
in Nuremberg in summer of
2007. With this acquisition
ABN is well prepared to be
your strong partner for indoor
and outdoor system solutions.

In Germany ABN runs head
offices in Neuenstadt,
Cologne, Berlin and Dresden.
The factory supplying products for outdoor electricity
is located in Nuremberg. The
Nuremberg factory manufactures special products for
power companies and power
grid operators for indoor and
outdoor applications.
Research work and a test lab
ensure quality standards.
More than 30% of the production is supplied to customers outside Germany – with
increasing success.

PRODUCTION

State of the art production
facilities in Germany ensure
jobs, excellent cost effectiveness, a high quality standard
and maximum flexibility.

The fully automatic manufacturing facilities for electrical
enclosures in the Neuenstadt
factory.

PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY

Plastic component
production:
Approx. 50 plastic injection
molding machines with a
mold clamping force of 25 to
600 tons with state of the art
feed and post-treatment systems, which are in part fully
automatic, ensure an unvaryingly high quality of the
roughly 700 system parts
made of special plastics
which are used in ABN
products.

Modern CAD systems, certifications according to ISO
Standard and a lab with
comme il faut equipment
ensure that only parts conforming to standards and auditable according to VDE
Standard can be used in ABN
systems.

ABN’s department of research and construction of
tools and systems is able to
meet the high demands and
the latest provisions. More
than 100 patents and registered designs are an expression of the continued motivation of our specialists.

OUTDOOR ELECTRICITY

System
With the GEYER system ABN
produces outdoor electricity. Be
it an outdoor control for a car
wash, a space-saving and extremely decorative and practical
connecting system for a singlefamily home, one of the countless electrical distribution boxes
on the streets, energy bollards
for shipping piers or market places – all these applications
require a specific know-how in
order to rank first.

Operators of electric transmission networks shoulder a special responsibility for the supply
of electricity. The number one
priority is „safety first“, allowing
no room for compromises. The
requirements for material, processing quality, operating safety
and life-cycle are extremely
high.
All products are developed and
produced in close cooperation
and continuous exchange of
experience in order to provide
customized solutions for all
clients. The high quality of the
ABN and GEYER system products proved itself in practice
even under extreme conditions.

INDOOR ELECTRICITY

AHC – ABN House Comfort
www.wuensche-sindmachbar.de
With regard to its cost effectiveness AHC is an interesting
alternative to traditional bus
systems as for example EIB.
It is adjusted to the requirements of the building installation technology. By using
AHC, the implementation of
residential, commercial and
public building projects becomes very easy.

Small Distribution Boards
Its elegant proportions make
the small distribution board
AMIGO a showpiece of
modern electrical installation.
A large variety of unrivalled
assembly benefits make
AMIGO the electrician’s best
friend.

ARS
For systems up to 4,000 (over
2,500) ampere ABN supplies
the ARS ABN modular
switchgear cabinet system.
This sophisticated system
allows for countless variations for builders of switchgear cabinets.

ESPRO – the meter cabinet of
the future for the electronic
household meter – is ABN’s
response to the changes on
the European energy market
and was developed in close
cooperation with customers
and leading distribution energy companies.

PROFIKS Meter Board and
Distribution System
The meter board and distributor system with the many
usages and assembly benefits
for electricians and panelbuilders: Cabinets for all kinds
of residential housing, transducer measurement systems
for functional buildings, telecommunications panels,
over-voltage protection in
the pre-counter sector and
connection technology as
well as panel building with
individual components,
complete modules and preassembled panels.
Our system offers a standard
solution direct from our
central warehouse for every
situation.

SERVICE
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In the modern seminar rooms ABN provides
training courses for customers, staff of wholesale partners and international business partners.

Hausanschlusstechnik
Kabelverteilersysteme

Strom im Freien

Zählertafeln • Hausanschlusstechnik • Baustromverteiler

System

System

• A-Click software for customers and planners for
quick planning (assembly
drawing, circuit diagram)
and calculations
• 20 highly experienced and
competent ABN calculators in the company headquarters and its branch
offices provide offers
geared to market requirements within a short space
of time

• Training courses, seminars,
workshops at the
Neuenstadt training center
and in the seminar rooms
at the Cologne, Nossen,
Dahlewitz and Nuremberg
branches
• Information on new products, catalogue and price
list downloads as well as
the e-catalogue on the ABN
website: abn-elektro.de
• Find the ABN TAB compatible meter cabinet in a
matter of seconds via the
Internet: the new ABN
meter board planner
• Catalogues, programmes,
sales promotion on the
up-to-date ABN CD Rom
• Use the ABN partner offers!

REFERENCES

Sony Tower

Royal Post of the Netherlands,
Den Haag

From when the company’s
founder, Albert Braun, began
almost 60 years ago until the
present day millions of electrical systems have been
equipped with ABN systems
by ABN’s partners or national dealerships.
Residential buildings, commercial buildings, sports
halls, administration buildings, department stores,
markets, industry, solar systems, hotels, kindergartens
and many more.

ABN is your partner for
renewable energies.
ABN is a brand – for thousands of satisfied customers
in the electrical business.
Consumers and clients are
electrical specialists via the
relevant electrical wholesale
channel as well as certified
panel builders, power
companies and power grid
operators.

Reichstag, Berlin

Sony Center

OVERVIEW ABN-SYSTEM

4000 A
ARS Modular switchboard system

1700 A

PROFIKS free standing and
switchgear cabinets

540 A

System
Outdoor electricity

355 A
PROFIKS / ESPRO meter board technology
PROFIKS wall mounted and free standing cabinets

125 A

63 A

Maximum system-current

PROFIKS flat distribution boards

AMIGO
distribution
Boards

S T R AT E G I C S A L E S PA R T N E R

ABN is growing in the
European and international
markets
• more than 30% of ABN’s
production is already
being sold in 12 countries
• we are increasing these
market shares and are looking for partner companies
and agencies for other
countries. Partner requests
– please contact us:

Marcus Braun
Tel. +49 (0) 71 39 /94 44

Romeo Wenzel
Tel. +49 (0) 911/58 07 78 14

Hartmut Schad
Tel. +49 (0) 71 39 /94 38

C ATA L O G U E - R E Q U E S T

Please fill out and fax to: + 49 (0) 71 39 / 94 - 54
Please send me:
02.04.20

Catalogue Distribution Systems up to 4.000 A –
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